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Background  

 

In 2022 NUS will reach our centenary. Turning 100 will be a time for us to celebrate what we 

have achieved as a movement so far, as well as an exciting chance to reflect and refocus on 

what we want to achieve as a collective. We are therefore embarking on a collaborative journey to 

develop a six year strategy that will lead up to our centenary. As part of the strategy design 

process, Richard Brooks hosted two events to consider how Student Opportunities should fit into 

NUS’ strategy; 100% Student Opportunities on 12th January for sabbatical officers, & on 19th 

January we invited partners and stakeholders to join our January 2016 Direction & Oversight Board 

meeting.   

 

Questions asked 

 

Thinking about the roles of SUs, NUS, and other national student organisations… 

 

What works really well currently across the movement in terms of facilitating and promoting 

student opportunities? 

What’s not working so well? 

What are the potential opportunities and barriers? 

How can we work better in partnership? 

 

 

What is great about Student Opportunities in the UK right now? 

 

 Diversity of available opportunities 

 Engagement is high (particularly in HE) 

 High level of professionalism within opportunities 

 Opportunity for students to develop skills 

 Students involved gain confidence and build networks  

 Citizenship developed through student Opportunities 

 Aware of issues and differing motives for students’ participation 

 It’s fun! 

 Participation is up 

 Breadth of opportunities is improved 

 Reasons for participation more diverse 

 Academic approval beginning to happen 

 Grounded in democracy 

 Core business for (most) SUs 

 Student led 

 Flexibility of and within opps 

 Breadth – something for everyone 

 Usually your first experience at university 

 Front and centre of SUs 

 Well established in SUs (particularly clubs and societies) 

 
Student Opportunities Consultation 
 



 

 Student Opps keep students in education (but we only know this anecdotally)  

 Student media is growing in strength and becoming more professional  

 NUS working with national groups (NaSFA/student media groups) is good, and should 

continue  

 

What could be improved? 

 

 Greater engagement for hard to reach groups 

 Recognising variety of different student backgrounds 

 Perception of BUCS within sports development 

 HEAR  / Awards 

 Consistency of opportunity 

 Who do you contact when you work with NUS, first points of contact? Confusing for external 

orgs 

 PT work often seen as less valuable then volunteering 

 Employer/national recognition of achievement through opportunities; social recognition 

 Articulation of skills  

 Crowded employability space 

 Discrepancy between HE and FE Opps 

 Not seen as core business for NUS 

 Would be good to have access to paid developmental roles 

 Links between SUs and National bodies 

 Institutions with student-run supply chains 

 For students by students 

 Raising funds for causes  

 Training and support so often aims at employability – start-ups etc. 

 Stronger cross-sector partnerships 

 Challenging to support when everyone’s at different stages 

 Structure of societies can be inaccessible to international students 

 Breadth sometimes lacking geographically 

 Institutions to respond better to different demographics of student – remove barriers 

 Always encourage and enable opps as a key priority of institutions 

 Sharing good practice – minimum standards? 

 Tailored support (from NUS and others) 

 Student turnover and handover – how to support whilst remaining student-led? 

 Can’t evidence strengths of Student Opps 

 Inconsistency year to year 

 Lack of NUS accreditation for Student Opps 

 Under appreciated by the institution  

 Low status of staff in Student Opportunities 

 Students’ Unions articulating their purpose for Stu Opps  

 Promoting all benefits of Student Opps, not just employability  

 

What are the big areas of opportunity over the next six years? 

 

 Services for events and opps provided by student led initiatives 

 Employability = student opps (UWL example) 

 Encourage and support students to be able to set up their own structures and organisations 

 Greater engagement from FE (Guidance from NUS on how to work with FE – different 

structures, guidance on working with U18s) 



 

 Greater connections between sector partners (NUS could do more to make connections) 

 Tackle geographic coverage 

 Campaigning seems to be less supported (could NUS provide campaign training?) 

 Extra curricular will become more important to universities 

 SUs have the opportunity to demonstrate value they add to the student experience 

 Can NUS be a broker of the opportunities available to students in areas 

 More focus on employability and part-time student staff 

 Opportunities for organisations to show impact alongside SUs 

 Personalise NUS and bring all students together 

 Move towards co-curricular model 

 Innovation as a culture within students’ unions to drive improvement 

 Getting stuck in the impact trap, sometimes it’s just about having fun 

 Campaigns training for influencing change in line with charities’ aims in education and 

society 

 NUS forming regular partnerships with external organisations 

 Regional Networks 

 Peer to peer learning and support (not competitive) 

 HE/FE links 

 City-wide collaborations – locally sorted to fit the limitations of the region, sports, 

campaigning. 

 NUS to facilitate discussions between students’ unions to share knowledge and good 

practice 

 Working more with other organisations/ increasing resources 

 ‘Fair’ for partner organisations at conferences 

 Technological advances 

 Changing demographics of students 

 Big data / gamification 

 Brokerage between national organisations and students’ unions 

 Looking at making it easier for national organisations to engage with SUs 

 Online ’dating’ profile to match SUs and national organisations. 

 Unioncloud/Databases in general – need to be across SUs to have impact 

 Professional development of SU staff working in Stu Opps (USA v. good at this) 

 New technology – NUS to be ahead not far behind (as they are now) 

 HEAR (Higher Education Achievement Report)  

 Online training videos for student leaders  

 Sustained, regular research into the impact of Student Opps  

 Badging/sponsorship/approving accreditation schemes (skills development/award 

programmes) 

 National organisation of student societies e.g. Academic Societies  

 Induction activity for Student Opps staff  

 Developing the political education of Student Opps staff, sabbs and students so that this 

area can become more engaged with NUS politics and national politics – power to students  

 

What are the potential barriers and threats to this area of work over the next six years? 

 

 Fee paying students leading to reduction in students participating 

 Perception of NUS as overly political 

 Metrics – how will it be measured? 

 Students not identifying their activity as Student Opportunities 

 Terminology can dilute message 



 

 Appetite for change/sharing – resources/liability 

 Look at population demographic – aging population 

 Changing demographics of students – how can we ensure we don’t just keep ‘easy to 

engage’ student 

 Legislation changes / political landscape – finding at risk 

 Technological advancements 

 NUS can’t be all encompassing for the entire sector 

 Disaffiliation due to lack of understanding of NUS 

 Perception of time poverty  

 Students living at home – how do we engage them with Stu Opps?  

 VISAs and international students engaging with volunteering 

 Tuition fees – students having less money and time 

 NUS not putting enough resource behind this  

 FE doesn’t have many existing structures for supporting Student Opps  

 

How can we all work together better to support Student Opportunities? 

 

 Identify common goals – everyone involved has to accept that this is tough and personal 

agendas might have to be sacrificed. And THEN decide best actors. 

 Addressing differences in roles between staff and officers – practical day to day of how stuff 

gets done and EXPLIAN this to partners  

 Ensuring the politics doesn’t undermine collaboration and partnerships (keep an eye on 

long-term change not short-term gains) 

 Visibility of partnership – boost credibility and improve signposting 

 Joining up resources and expertise – we’ll have to be ruthless about not reinventing the 

wheel. Resources have to be fluid and adaptable. 

 Working with school age students to start building the culture of Student Opps earlier in 

their education 


